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A small mixed-type turbine with a diameter of 19.9 mm has been substituted for a rotational

part of pencil-type air tool. Usually, a vane-type rotor is applied to the rotational part of the

air tool. However, the vane-type rotor has some problems, such as friction, abrasion, and

necessity of accurate assembly etc.,. These problems make the life time of the vane-type air tool

short, but air tools operated by mixed-type turbines are free of friction and abrasion because the

turbine rotor dose not contact with the casing. Moreover, it is assembled easily because of no

axis offset. These characteristics are merits for using air tools, but loss of power is inevitable on

a non-contacting type rotor due to flow [ass, tip clearance loss, and profile loss etc.,. Jn this

study, four different rotors are tested, and their characteristics are investigated by measuring the

specific output power. Additionally, optimum nozzle location against the rotor is studied.

Output powers are obtained through measured pressure, temperature, torque, rotational speed,

and flow rate. The experimental results obtained with four different rotors show that the rotor

blade shape greatly influences to the performance, and the optimum nozzle location exists near

the mid span of the rotor.
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Nomenclature---------
a,b,c : Nozzle holes

Cj : Jet speed from nozzle
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F : Operating force, gf

II : Output power, Watts

h : Specific output power, Watts/ (g/sec)

m : Mass flow rate, g/sec

Pin,rel : Total inlet gauge pressure at rotor inlet,

kPa

Q : Flow rate, l/min

Tin,s, : Static inlet absolute temperature at rotor

inlet, K
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l~td Absolute temperature at sea leveL K

U Blade speed

G reek Symbols

r') : Temperature corrected parameter,

T""st! TStd

11 Net specific output power, (Watts.rad) /

sec

Q Rotational speed. RPM

w Rotational speed, radlsec

1. Introduction

A ir tools with a casing di amel er less than

30mrn are classified as pencil-type. They are used

for removing burrs 011 the edge of workpieces or

castings, shapi ng surface of dies, and pol ishing of

materials such as steeL wood and ceramic ete,,_

Generally, vane-type rotors are adopted as a

rotating driver as shown in Fig. 1, but the vane

type rotor has some problems such as friction

between the vane and cylinder block, abrasion on

the vane tip and inner surface of the cylinder

block, and the need for accurate assembly clue to

a.xis offset between the rotor and Ibe cylinder. 1n

order to solve these problems, a turbine rotor

could be applied to the rotating driver because it

operates without any frictional force. However,

the turbinc rotor should be maintained at a di

ameter of less than 20 mm, and should be oper~

ated with partial admission because thc now rate

should not be increased by changing the rotor

rype. Some researches about the partial aclmis

sian have been conducted in order to obtain high

specific power in a state or low speciCic speed.

C,asing-

Air holes

Fig. 1 Cross sectional view of the rotor used lD a
valle-type air fool

Robert et al. (1949) showed experimental re~

sults that the OlLtput power or a gas turbine

quickly decreU5cd ]Nhen the parlial admrssiol1

arca on the no7.zlc was reduced to more than half

of the full admission area. Baljc and Binsley

(1969) showed additional losses by the partial

admission such as filling and emptying loss. seav~

cnge loss, blade pum ping loss, and ti p clearance

loss. Boulbin et al. (1994) showed that the oper

ating force on a rotor depended all the relative

location of the rotor blade in the partial admis

sion region. They showed that the operating !"()["ce

decreased when the rotor entered into the partial

admission region. However, the operating force

quick ly increased when the rotor entered into

the arc of admission fully, and a peak force

was obtai ned at exit of the arc of admission.

He (1997) showed that efficiency on a turbine

operated with partial admission was influenced

by the non-uniform flow along the circumference.

In a multi stage machinc, an etfect of the non-

uniform flow was insignificant aftcr the first stage

because the non- uniformity of now was quickly

decayed. Bohn et al. (1998) showed a variation of

efficiency by c11anging the shape of cross"over

channel ancl the now rate. The effi.cicncy de~

pended on the shape of cross-over channel in the

full admission state, but in the partial admission

state, it was much more dependant on thc flow

rate than the shape of cross--over channel. Skopek

et a1. (1999) investigated variations of efficiency

hy reduci ng the partial admission flow rate to

0.4, They showed that the efficiency was increased

by reducing the axial gap between nozzle and

rotOL". When the flow rate was reduced, the effi~

ciency and optimum velocity ratio (U! Gj) were

decreased,

Even though these results were obtained on

axiaJ··type machines with the partial admission,

these do offer an important physical phenomenon

such as the effLciency and the optimum velocity

ratio are decreased when the admission rate is

red uccd. Jn order to apply the partial admission

to an air tool efficiently, one needs to understand

characleristics or the rotor blade on a turbine

type air lool to obtain high torque through mini~

mizing tl1e partial admission area. In this study,
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performance of various mixed type rotor blades

is therct"ore investigated experimentally with the

partial admission.

2. Rotor Blade
Profile and Apparatus

Fig, 3 Yariolls rotor blade shapes at the 11 ub and

flow direction

-'-1

TVp,., J>

Typ,.?BTypl~.l\

Fig, 2 Structure drawing of air 1001 USI ng a Illixed

type \LIrbine rotor

rotor gets the output power Ii-om thc impulse

lorce. This impulse rorce is decided from the flow

angle at inlet and exit. \vhich is allected by the

shape of the rotor blade. It is therefore directly

related to tile output powcr on the air tool lIsing

turbine rotors. Cho et al. (2002) showed how lo

improve a rotor blade's shape lIsing all optimi/a

lion with blade design variables for increasing the

output power, Table I shows the blade angle at

inlet and exit, its radius and incidcnce. Thc blade

angle is clefi ned at an angle bet ween the horizon

tal line and the blade line at Inlet and eXlI as

shown in Fig. 2. In easc of typc i\ blades, the

chord is {-} lnll1 at the hub and the blade prorile is

lincar. Type 13 blades have the salnc blade angle

at inlel and exit. The center or ci rclc on type C

and D blade is (3.33,4.66) and (6.02,IU6) based

on the axis, respectively. The incidence is ob-

2.] Mixed type rotor

Even though an air tool using a turbine 1'01' the

rotating part has great merit such that it operates

in a non'contacting state, its manuracturing cost

depends on a certain type of turbine rotor. If an

axial-type turbine rotor is adopted, manufac

turing costs increase due to the llluiti stage and a

eomplicatcd blade shape. To a void this problem,

a mixed-type turbine rotor could be adopted

because the rotor can be easily manufactured

through die casting. Usually, characteristics of a

turbine 1'0'01' are dHfc1'cnt from those of a vane

type rolor because the turbine rotor operates in a

non-contacting slate. On the vane-lype rotor, the

operating loree depends on the flow rate and

operating air pressure, but on the turbine rotor,

the operati ng torce is changed with the now angle

and shapc or rotor blade as well as the flow rate

and operating air prcssure.

Figure 2 shows the structure or a mixed-type

ail' tool applied in this study. Three nozzles are

installed along the axial direction, and these arc

installed symmetrically at 180" on the eircumfer

cnce respectively. Six nozzles are therel'ore ap

plied in this experiment. The jet flow angle I'rom

the nozzle is a 80° from the radial direction and

also IS maintained a 60° li'om the axial direction.

So, high pressure 'Ii I' is impinged onto the rotor

blade at an axially and circLJmfcrentially lilled

dircction. The axial gap between each nozzle is 5

mm, and the axial length from the rotor hub to

the first nozzle is 1.5 mm. Figure 3 ,hows lotlr

dil'rcrent rotor blade profiles, which arc obtained

on the cro"s section against tIle rotor axis shown

in the structure of Fig. 2. Each hlade profile is a

cam bel' of the rotor blade, which has ,1 1.5 111m

thickness.

On an air tool tlsing turbine rotor, the Jlow

passage should be dcsigncd so that the rotor can

obtain a greater reaction force because the turbine
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Fig, 4 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus
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ing system. In order [0 avoid Illest losses, a

frictional lype torque meter is applied to tll is

ex per lment.

A cone shape is applied to minimize vibration

cansed by the frictional force. Moreover, this

shape makes setting up the turbine easily with

accurate eccentricity and alignment to the torque

meter. The surlace was heat treatee! after grind

ing so as not to cause vibration through the

abrasion. The frictional type RPM controller is

supported using two ball bearings to minimize

the frictional force along the circumferential di

rection and its housing is installed on a movable

vise. A support device of turbine is instaJJed on

a 3 dimensional traverse to adj llst the axis or

Table 2 Degree DC accuracy for measuring instru

ments applied to experimental apparatus
--MeasuringT-~-1~-~~

Instl uments M odcls Accuracy

-F/owmetel 7J~;-~~~.~ _I L"';;";b~.:'%-
Instruments ~

L d II 1
34/~944-07 I ±OD2%

~oa ce

I{I>M --I ~~s;1~e_I __:~O:1550~'_
__ Ga~ge__ ~llarcl~ --'----~ax. IOO,OOORP~

PI c'Sure +' 8 L1 FMG I Less than 0.25%
Gauge SellsoIcc @ %1'S

-- - -~ - ,-- -- --

DAQ _'_N~14~ 200kS/sec

tained from the angle between the relative flow

angle and blade inlet angle.

2.2 Experimental appa1'atus

Pcrrormance of rotating machinery could be

evaluated when tbe operating torque and air

properties are measured in a rotating status.

However, it is hard (0 test a low power turbine

because it operates in a status of low torque at

high RfJM, such as a 20 N.mm at a 50,000 RPM

range. This operating cond ition thercrore makes it

hard to apply commercial torque sensors. ~'or

cxamples. a slip ring lypc !orque SCllwr for mea·

suring the lowest torque in products or Lebow

(1998) can measure only 70 N.mm at a maximum

of 20.000 RPM. In case or a transformer type

torq ue sensor, 350 N .mm at a 20,000 R PM is the

ILlwest measured) Ie torq ue.

Another applicable commercial torque meter

could be Sl11all dynamometers which are produc

ed al Megtrol \2(04). Among them, the lowest

mcasllr<lble torque jn a rolatJl1g sfate is IRN.mm

at a maximum of 30,000 RPM. This dynamome

ter therefore could not be applred (0 the test of

a small turbine because the operating R PM is

higher than the maXlllllJlll RPM of the dyna

mometer. If a reduction gear is installed between

the axis orthe turbllle and dynamometer to reduce

input RPM. this dynamometer could then he

applied to tests of high R PM machines. How

ever, test results obtained from the dynamometer

with a reduction gear showed 50% lower output

po \Vcr than those obta ined from a fi-ictional type

torque meter in a test for a small axi,d lype

lurbine (eho and Kim, 2003). This is C<Lllsed by

power losses Oil the reduction gear and added

mass on the rotating pan or the turbine because

the dynamometer uses an eddy current type brak-
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the lurbine accurately. A reduction gear with DC

motor is llscd to control the frictional force by

i1djusting the traverse speed of the turbille. This

makes it so that the rrictional roree increases

smoothly and the operating RPM decrcases eOIl

tinuously. Operating forces of the turbine are

tncasurcd using a loadccll of which the end is

connected using a wire with a point located on

the cone shaH of which the radius is 8.75 mm.

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of this e.x

peri mental apparatus. Table 2 shows the accuracy

or the measuring InstIuments.

3. Results and Discussions

Specific output power (h) obtained using vari

ous rotors is shown in Fig . .5 with RPM and mass

flow rate change. The RPM (Q) eompcnsatcd

with the temperature corrected parameter (8) is

shown in the abscissa. The specific ourpUI power

is obtained from the output power divided hy the

mass flow nHc as Eq. (I).

where F is t.he operating: force or the turbine. In

order to change the lllass flow rate. several inner

cases arc manufactured with difrerenl nozzle di

ameter. If the mass !low rate is changed lIsing a

valve on the high pressure air supply line instead

of the noF.!.\\: diameter, the inlet pressure could

not be lllailllUined at a constant when the mass

flow rate changes. In this experiment. the inlet

pressure therefore was maintained at a constant

bCCiluse the mass flow rale was adjusted by the

n07.7.1e area,

The specific output power increases with in

creasing the mass flow rate as shown in Fi~. 5.
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These characteristics occur on the turbine oper

ating with partial admission. In !l partial admis

sion, turbine efficiency and optimum velocity ra

tio (UICj) are quickly decreased when the mass

flow rate is reduced, so high elTiciency is obtained

by increasing the mass flow rate at the same RPM

condition. However. the Increment ai' mass now

rate increases the operating cost. A turbine rotor

SllOU Id therefore be designed to obtain the high

specific power with a low mass !'low rate.

Curves of the specific output power for the

RPM show a simi lar trend even though the shape

of rotors is changed. The reason is that radial or

mixed-type rotors have general characteristics

such as the operating torque quickly increases

when the frictional forcc is loaded at the un

loaded rotational speed. In case of type A rotor,

unstable situations such as an operation at a

critical speed are shown in the high rotational

speed region of 45,000 RPM, but the type C rotor

shows this unstable operation in the mid rota~

tion al speed region of 25,000 RPM. The type B

rotor and D rotor show that the specific output

power is changed smoothly in the whole rota

tional speed region. Only at the peak region of the

specifrc output power, they show Ii slighlly unst:l

ble stluation due to the characteristics of the

radial or mixed-type turhine. After passing this

region, they show that the specific output power

is decreased linearly as the frictional force is

increased.

These results show that a region for the highest

specific output power exists in a 15-20% lower

rotational speed than the unloaded rotational

speed, and tllis region is slightly changed when

the mass fiow rate is varied. The best performance

is therefore obtained when the turbine operates in

t11 [s rotational speed region.
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Fig. 6 Inlet conditions and operating statu, on Type B rotor
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I<"ig. 7 Net specific out put power on v,lrious rotor

types when mass flow rate is changed

where h is the specilk output power and OJ means

the rotationa I speed.

Figure 7 shows variatWlls of the nel speci ric

output power for rour differcnt rotor blades when

the mass flow rate varies. The highest nct specific

output power io obtained \vhen the lype B rolor is

applied, and the type D rotor shows the second

best performance among the four rotor blades. In

the casc of the type J) rotor, it was designed with

two and hall' times bigger incidence tl1an that or

the type B rotol' to increi\se thc reaction forcc.

However, experimental results show that this big

ineidcnce causes an incidcncc loss at the rotol

inlet. This loss affeers the net speed'ic output

power, and so to incrcase the net specific output

power, the incidence and the inlct now angle

should be selet;ted appropriately.

In order to investigate the effect 01' the Incidence

and the reaction force to the net specific output

power, a typc C rotor blade is designed in order

to get smaller incidencc than the type [} rotor.

The incidence on the type C rotor is selected as an

angle which IS recommended on the standard

blade. However, the net specific output power

obtained using the type C rMor is worse than that

using the type 0 rotor. Thcsc experimental results

show that the reaction force is more important

than the incidence angle in the partial admission.

The lype A rotOl' blade is designed as straight

(2)
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Inlet conditions and operating forces on the

type B rotor which o.hibits the best performance

among the 4 different rotors arc shown in Fig. 6.

rigure 6(a) (b) show that the inlet gauge pres

sure and static temperature do not change during

operation. The reason is that the 1l07.Zle inlet state

becomes like a reservoir's state due to the very

small nozzle area. This makes so that the inlet

condition does not change with the rotational

speed. Additionally, the flow rate is also main

rained at a constant during operation as shown in

Fig. 6 (c) because the now rate is changed only in

the n07"zte area and the flow at the nozzle is

chocked. Figure 6 (dl shows the operating force

with RPM change when the mass flow rate is

fixed. The operating I'oree is quickly increased

when the I'rictional force is loaded at the un

loaded rotational speed, and then it is increased

smoothly with decreasing R PM as the frictional

force is increased. The highest operating fClree is

obtained at very low RPM. Arter the RPM ob

tained the peak operating force, the operati ng

force is quickly dropped to a lower force which

can be maintained even though the rotation"l

speed is zero. The magnitude or this force depends

on the shape 01' the rotor blade.

Small turbine needs not only high rotational

speed but also high operating torque to be ap~

pi ied as an air tool rotor. Thc high rotational

speed has an advantage for cutting or grinding

effectively, and the high operating torque gives a

good working performance. rn comparison with

the performance of small turbine, the specific

output power could usually be applied, but this

specific output power is used only at a fixed

rotational speed. Data of specific output power

are thereforc not enough to usc for comparing the

overall performance of small turbine, i.e. when

the rotational speed is decreased, the specific

output power is also decreased but thc operating

torque is increased. In order to consider the spec

ific output power effect and the operating torque

effect togcthcr, a net specific output power should

be calculated. The net specific output power is

obtained by integrating the specific output power

with the rotational speed as Eq. (2).
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mid of the rotor blade and the worst one is

obtained with nozzle (a) whieh is located near

the hub. The worst result shown by nozzle (a)

comes from the pumping effect due to the long

blade.

In the experimental results cond lictcd after

selecting two nozzles among three, the highest

net specific output power is obtained when noz~

zle (b) and nozzle (c) are used simultaneously.

When noa.lc (a) and nozzle (c) are applied, the

net specific output power is the worst. These

results arc consistent with the experimental results

obtained with each nozzle, and also the net spec

ific output power with different axial nozzle lo

cation is independent on the shape of the rotor

blade. This means that nozzles prefer to be

installed circumCerentially instead of in an axial

direction to obtain the nct specific output power
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type, which is easier to manul'acture than others.

However, the experimental result show that the

Llct specific output powers obtairtcd using the type

A rotor are better than those with the type C

rotor, and worse than those with the type 0 rotor.

What the performance of type A rotor is worse

than that or type D rotor is easily acceptable

because the type A rotor blade has a 16" bigger

incidence and larger exit blade angle than those

of type 0 rotor blades. Compilring with Ihe type

A and C rotor, the type A rotor obtains more

reaction roree even though incidence loss is big~

gel' than tIlat at" thc typc C rotor. This result is

consistent with the experimental results obtained

with the type B, C and 0 rotors.

As shown in Fig. 2, tIle rotor has long blades

along the axial direction. So, the output power is

affected by the location of the nozzle. Figure 8

shows the difference of the net specific output

power when non.ks on different location are

used. The abscissa in Fig. 8 means the location of

the nozzle. Nozzle (a) is located near the hub,

while nozzle (b) is the second along the axial

direction, and rinally nozzle «;:) is located near

the tip. Each nozzle spouts high pressure air into

the rotor symmel ricaJly. The nct specific output

power obtained with all nozzles such as (a +b +
c) shows the same experimental result as shown

in Fig. 7. In the experimental result with each

nODle, the highest net specific output power is

obtained with nozzle (b) which is located in the

l<ig. 8 Net specific output power all V<lI"lOUS • rotor
types when operating nozzles arc chosen
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Llct specific output powers obtairtcd using the type

A rotor are better than those with the type C

rotor, and worse than those with the type 0 rotor.

What the performance of type A rotor is worse

than that or type D rotor is easily acceptable

because the type A rotor blade has a 16" bigger

incidence and larger exit blade angle than those

of type 0 rotor blades. Compilring with Ihe type

A and C rotor, the type A rotor obtains more

reaction roree even though incidence loss is big~

gel' than tIlat at" thc typc C rotor. This result is

consistent with the experimental results obtained

with the type B, C and 0 rotors.

As shown in Fig. 2, tIle rotor has long blades

along the axial direction. So, the output power is

affected by the location of the nozzle. Figure 8

shows the difference of the net specific output

power when non.ks on different location are

used. The abscissa in Fig. 8 means the location of

the nozzle. Nozzle (a) is located near the hub,

while nozzle (b) is the second along the axial

direction, and rinally nozzle «;:) is located near

the tip. Each nozzle spouts high pressure air into

the rotor symmel rically. The nct specific output

power obtained with all nozzles such as (a +b +
c) shows the same experimental result as shown

in Fig. 7. In rhe experimental result with each

nODle, the highest net specific output power is

obtained with nozzle (b) which is located in the

l<ig. 8 Net specific output power all V<lI"lOUS • rotor
types when operating nozzles arc chosen
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effLciently. In case of the long blade air tool, it

would be better to install nozzle (a) and nozzle

(c) circumferentiatly with nozzle (b) at the mid

location of the rotor blade.

Figure 9 shows the specific output power on

the type Band C rotors according to the different

nozzle locations, with the applied nozzle diameter

being Imm. Two experimental results show simi

lar phenomena such as the specific output power

is quickly increased at the high rotational speed

and then smoothly decreased by diminishing the

rotational speed after passing the peak value. The

variation of the specific output power is very

similar with the results shown in Fig. 5. This

means that the specific output power obtained

with different nozzles has a similar trend as the

specific output power obtained with different

mass flow rates.

4. Conclusions

A performance test is conducted on a small

mixed-type turbine of which the rotor has four

different rotor blades. The net specific output po
wer and the specific output power are measured

with different rotor blades and nozzle locations.

(J) In order to obtain more output power with

given constant mass flow rate, the shape of the
rotor blade should be designed to generate more

reaction force because the reaction force has a

more elTective factor for the output power than

that of incidence loss if the incidence does not

have a big discrepancy from the standard inci

dence.

(2) The highest specific output power is ob

tained at a 15-20% lower rotational speed than

the maximum rotational speed, while this rota

tional speed for the highest specific output power
is slightly decreased when the mass flow rate is

decreased.
(3) In the long blade and mixed type turbine,

the nozzle located in the mid of the rotor blade

shows the best performance. It would be preferr

ed for better performance to instaIl the nozzle
circumferentially instead of installing the nozzle

along the axial direction.
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variation of the specific output power is very

similar with the results shown in Fig. 5. This

means that the specific output power obtained

with different nozzles has a similar trend as the

specific output power obtained with different

mass flow rates.
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wer and the specific output power are measured
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